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6-8 Feb 2009 

The Casebook of 

Sherlock Holmes 
 

Class SupplClass SupplClass SupplClass Supply List:y List:y List:y List:    

A Study In Scarlet (well, lovely soft pinks 
actually!) 
One sheet of pink floral, textured, cover 
material, measures approx. 28” by 10”. 
Two sheets A4, 300 gram+, board. 
One sheet A4, 230 gram, card. 
Four sheets 12” by 12” card from the 
Imaginisce ‘Fairest of the All’ range. 
Three sheets 12” by 12” complementing card 
stock. 
One set of metal handles. 
 
The Hound of the Baskervilles (dark, 
earthy hues for the gentleman detective in 
your life) 
One sheet of red and purple flock, textured, 
cover material, measures approx. 28” by 
10”. 
Two sheets A4, 300 gram+, board. 
One sheet A4, 230 gram, card. 
Four sheets 12” by 12” card from the Prima 
Marketing ‘Cavalier Collection’ range. 
Three sheets 12” by 12” complementing card 
stock. 
One set of metal handles. 
 
The Valley of Fear (full of greens and 
strong colours, but no need to be afraid!) 
One sheet of lime and green flock, textured, 
cover material, measures approx. 28” by 
10”. 
Two sheets A4, 300 gram+, board. 
One sheet A4, 230 gram, card. 
Four sheets 12” by 12” card from the Bo 
Bunny  ‘My Darling’ range. 
Three sheets 12” by 12” complementing card 
stock. 
One set of metal handles. 
 
Each kit is priced at £9.50, plus our Each kit is priced at £9.50, plus our Each kit is priced at £9.50, plus our Each kit is priced at £9.50, plus our 
standard £2.90 p&p.standard £2.90 p&p.standard £2.90 p&p.standard £2.90 p&p.    
 

 

    

    

Class Class Class Class IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction::::    

“Elementary, My Dear Watson” This is a 
quick and simple book binding class that 
can be completed easy with an hour. 

 
 
 

    
 



 

Class Class Class Class IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction::::    

 

Covers 

Start with the cover using the two sheets of A4 heavy board.  Keep  
length of boards (approx. 12 inches or 30cm) and cut both to depth  
to 6.5” (16.5cm).  Using off cut, cut a strip for spine of 3/4” (2cm) by  
6.5” (16.5cm) if you want a deep book, this gives plenty of room for  
embellishing your pages.  Make the spine 1/2” (1.5cm) if you want  
a tighter finish. 

Lay the two larger sheets onto rear of covering sheet end to end, then  
separate in middle with spine strip, leaving a space of approx  
9/16 “ (1cm) at either side of the spine, i.e. between the spine and each  
cover board.   

Mitre each corner of the covering sheet against the laid out boards.  
(Pic 1) 

Keep boards and spine in place and affix to covering sheet.  Do not  
stick down edges of paper until spine complete (see Spine). 

 

 

Spine  

Cut colour coordinated A4 card to 9.5“ (24cm) by 6.5“ (16.5cm).   
Create a concertina effect by scoring the card at 3/4 “ (2cm)  
intervals, turning the card on each score to create mountain  
and valley folds.  (Pic 2) 

 

 

Using end fold (which is slightly wider than all other folds)  
but the concertina against the left side of the book spine and  
affix the end fold to what now becomes the inside front cover.    

 

 

Use an off cut from board and create a strip measuring  
approximately 3cm by 16cm, and affix at other side of spine.   

 

 

Now stick down edges of the cover paper.  Use two halves of  
patterned papers as end papers to decorate the inside covers,  
thus finishing off the cover. (Pic 3) 
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Pages 

Half all 12” by 12” patterned papers (creating pages  
measuring 12” by 6”) and arrange these in order of  
preference.   Use two sheets to decorate the inside covers  
(see Covers) 

With book covers laid down and concertina spine falling  
to the right, affix each page to the concertina spine, one  
page per mountain fold. (Picture 4)  

Handles 

Close book making sure that you square of the spine to get  
a sharp finish.  Affix handles to top of front and back cover  
of the book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Challenge 

You now have the very basics of a 12”x 6” album, the pages of which fan out when you pull the back page. 
The challenge is to decorate the book making the most of this feature and showing some good 12” x 6” 
layouts. 
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